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Time quantification of Monte Carlo steps is studied by the implementation of a new technique which
takes into account the realistic size of thermal fluctuations of magnetization along with Landau–
Lifshitz–Gilbert dynamic correlations. The computational model has been specifically developed
for an ensemble of isolated single-domain particles. The numerical results have been compared with
Langevin dynamics calculations and theoretically predicted Brown’s asymptotes for relaxation time
of single spin system. In addition we demonstrated that real time quantification of Monte Carlo steps
is also possible for different time scales. Implementation of real time scales into Monte Carlo
calculations for different sizes of time steps is shown to be convergent to the expected value if the
Monte Carlo acceptance rate is taken into account.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of slow dynamic behavior in e
tended systems of many interacting magnetic moments
large time intervals has considerable practical implicatio
for magnetic recording and, particularly, for evaluation
long-term stability of magnetically recorded informatio
The theoretical formalism for studying thermally activat
magnetization reversal is based on the solution of
Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert~LLG! equation of motion with a
fluctuation term representing a random thermal force.
some special cases, a corresponding Fokker–Pla
equation1 yields characteristic relaxation time values
asymptotic solutions in the large energy barrier limit.2 This
provides an important foundation for real time quantificati
of different computational techniques such as Langevin
namics~LD!, based on the exact numerical solution to t
Langevin equations and Monte Carlo~MC! method, which
uses a random generation of new spin configurations to
produce the structure of a particular stochastic process. W
regard to the latter method, in its original form MC gene
tion of system configurations is not based on the real qu
tification of time steps. However, despite this disadvanta
the conventional MC technique is a powerful tool for sim
lation of thermally activated reversal over large energy b
riers. In contrast, the LD approach yields explicit dynam

a!Electronic mail: roman@sees.bangor.ac.uk
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information resulting directly from the numerical solution
the LLG equation but its application is limited to short tim
scales up to the order of 1029 s.

Recently, we have attempted3 to provide the conven-
tional MC scheme with explicit details on the real size
time steps along with dynamic correlations arising from t
LLG equation. Comparison of the time quantified MC a
proaches with corresponding LD calculations showed a
lidity for the theoretically justified relationship between th
MC steps and real time intervals. Another comparison of
numerical results for the time quantified MC scheme w
made with analytical formula for the relaxation rate in t
high damping regime.4,5

The work in Ref. 3 represented the first attempt to u
different time scales for quantified MC steps, testing the
lidity of that implementation by direct comparison with LD
calculations. However, it is also important to test this pro
dure against Brown’s well-known analytical results for t
relaxation time, which was predicted only for an ensemble
isolated single-domain particles. This is thought to be a n
essary and important preliminary step before undertak
further realistic calculations in micromagnetic models w
many degrees of freedom. On the other hand, it is expe
that practical implementation of different time scales w
considerably increase the effectiveness of MC calculation
comparison with the LD scheme in the limit of large ener
barriers.

http://kops.ub.uni-konstanz.de/volltexte/2009/9263
http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bsz:352-opus-92631
http://jap.aip.org/
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II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The computational scheme outlined in Ref. 3 compri
a modification of statistical properties of the convention
MC approach6 in order to introduce explicit and detaile
information on dynamic correlations available from the li
earized LLG equations with the damping term and rand
force. Integrated over a time intervalDt, the LLG equation
for a system of coupled spins gives3

mi
a~ t1Dt !2mi

a~ t !5(
b

(
j

L i j
abmj

bDt1Fi
a , ~1!

wheremi
a5(Mi

a2Mi
a(0))/Ms is a deviation of a magnetic

moment Mi from the local equilibrium valueMi
0 and re-

duced to the value of saturation magnetizationMs ; a, b are
Cartesian components, andFi5 f iDt represents the effect o
thermal fluctuations on the orientation of local magneti
tion.

The matrix elementsLi j of the set of linearized and
coupled LLG equations are calculated for the correspond
local equilibrium state. In the case of an ensemble of isola
noninteracting particles, the correlation termLi j is not nec-
essary, leaving in the right-hand side of Eq.~1! only uncor-
related random displacementsFi . Nevertheless, in contras
to the conventional MC approach,6 the statistical properties
of thermal fluctuations are driven by the covariance ma
m i j ,

^Fi
a~ t1Dt !F j

b~ t !&5m i j
abDt, ~2!

defined in the LD approach by application of the fluctuatio
dissipation theorem:7

m i j
ab52kT~Lik

ag@Ak j
gb#211L jk

ag@Aki
gb#21. ~3!

An assumption on the equivalence of statistical prop
ties between MC and LD random deviations gives rise to
implementation of a realistic time scale for one MC ste
According to relationship~2!, each component of particl
magnetization generated randomly in the MC scheme h
Gaussian distribution analogous to that of LD. On the ot
hand, the symmetric energy matrixAi j is evaluated from the
expansion of the micromagnetic Hamiltonian in a local eq
librium stateMi

0. Thus, fluctuations of magnetization dete
mined by the matrixm i j will depend not only on system
parameters such as damping, volume, temperature, etc.
also on a system configuration in the local equilibrium sta
In the particular case of an ensemble of single-domain p
ticles, expression~2! for statistical properties of fluctuatin
magnetization takes the following form:

m i i
bb5kBTaDt~12~Mi

b~0!!2!/kEVi~11a2!, ~4!

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature,Vi is
the volume of a single-domain particle,KE is the easy an-
isotropy constant,Dt is the time interval necessary to ave
age the fluctuations, anda is the damping constant. In LD
calculationsDt plays the role of the time integration step f
the numerical solution of the LLG equation.

Extension of the MC calculation scheme with the info
mation on dynamic correlations available from LLG equ
tions gives a further extension of the above-mentioned r
resentation of MC time units. More specifically, it
assumed that in the spirit of the LD method, each value
s
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MC-generated magnetizationmi(t1Dt) has to be updated
for coupled spins by including dynamic correlations fro
Eq. ~1!. After this procedure the new orientation of magn
tization will be accepted or rejected according to the cor
sponding MC criteria.

In this article we apply the presented computation
technique to the micromagnetic model of an isolated sing
domain particle system in order to compare relaxation tim
with Brown’s theoretical predictions and analogous Lang
vin dynamics calculations.

III. MICROMAGNETIC MODEL

Here we considered an ensemble of isolated spins,
our micromagnetic model will not include exchange a
magnetostatic interactions between particles. Every sin
domain particle has an easy anisotropy axis parallel to thz
axis. In the initial state all local magnetic moments we
directed along the positive direction of thez axis. An exter-
nal magnetic field has been measured in terms of the an
ropy field and was applied in the negative direction of thz
axis.

Throughout this work we have used the following sim
lation parameters: high damping constanta54 and the value
happ50.75 for the applied magnetic field reduced to the a
isotropy field (h5HAPP/HA). In order to identify an integra-
tion stepDt in the LLG equation and the size of a trial ste
in MC calculations we also implemented the following sp
cific values for the easy anisotropy constantkE54.2
3106 ergs/cm3 and saturation magnetizationMs51.4
3103 emu/cm3. The modeled system consisted of 500 is
lated single-domain particles.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In our simulations using LD and the MC method w
calculated the relaxation time as a function of the cor
sponding energy barrier which in the case of single spins ‘i’’
is defined by the normalized anisotropy and the reduced
plied field:

DEi5KEVi~12happ!
2, ~5!

whereVi is the volume of particle ‘‘i.’’1

A comparison was made with the characteristic timet
calculated asymptotically from the Fokker–Planck equatio2

for high energy barriers:
t5t0 exp~DE/kBT!, ~6!

where the prefactort0 is given by8

t05
~11a2!

agHA

ApAT*

~12h2!~12h!
. ~7!

Here T* is kBT normalized to the maximum attainable a
isotropy energyKEVi .

In Fig. 1 we compare MC calculations and LD simul
tions of thermally activated reversal with the same time st
In all cases the large energy barrier dependence of relaxa
time is found to be in excellent agreement with Brown
theoretical predictions.8 In view of getting a more effective
computational scheme based on the MC approach, we s
ied the real time quantification of MC steps for differe
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values of time steps. The latter has been defined by the fa
‘‘scale’’ which represents the size of time step used in
MC approach relative to the time step in LD calculation
Large values of the scale parameter represent a signifi
increase in computational speed and can be used for sys
with particularly large energy barriers.

In Fig. 2 we show the MC evaluation of relaxation tim
calculated with implementation of different time scales. O
servable disagreement for larger scales is related to the
that the MC acceptance rate decreases gradually as the
of fluctuations of magnetization is increased. For instance
the case ofscale5104 only one-tenthof the newly gener-
ated configurations pass through the MC acceptance cri
whereas forscale51, the probability of acceptance is ver
close to1. These discrepancies can be reduced drastical
the total relaxation time value does not include MC mov
with no modification of the system configurations.

In Fig. 3 we presented the data of relaxation time~cor-
responding to Fig. 2!normalized with respect to the prob
ability of MC acceptance. As was expected, results of M
calculations for different size of time step converged
Brown’s asymptote. A deviation from the theoretically pr
dicted value is more significant for bigger scales. This er
presumably arises from a breakdown of the simple sca
given by Eq. ~2! for large fluctuations. Nevertheless, th
agreement for large scales is still reasonably good and m
the corresponding calculation much faster. Effectiveness
the MC scheme provided for one time scale with respec
the other depends on the system parameters as well as o
range of the energy barriers. However, such a variation d

FIG. 1. Relaxation time vs energy barrier. The LD and MC simulation d
are compared with Brown’s asymptotic formulas for the following para
eters:a54 andhapp50.75.

FIG. 2. Comparison of MC relaxation times for different time scales. M
acceptance probability is not taken into account.
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not affect very much the drastic decrease in computa
time for large scales. For instance, in the case of ene
barrier equal to 2.5, thescale510 turned out to be 9.2 time
more effective than thescale51. The same characteristic fo
the scale5102 was 76, for thescale51032410, and for the
scale510421100, respectively. This fact might become
important point for further calculations of relaxation rat
over very large energy barriers.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A new MC approach, which incorporates the inform
tion on the size of a real time step, has been used for
calculation of relaxation times of magnetization. Its compa
son with corresponding theoretical asymptotic solutions a
LD calculations for the ensemble of single-domain partic
showed its validity in the considered range of energy ba
ers. This computational method has also been tested on
implementation of different time scales, which is importa
for the rising effectiveness of MC calculations. It has be
demonstrated that all calculated data are convergent to
expected values if the probability of MC acceptance is
plicitly used. It is important to note that the use of large tim
steps is potentially extremely important for systems of int
acting particles where speed requirements are important.
work presented here suggests that increases of speed
three orders of magnitude relative to the LD technique
possible using the time quantified MC technique, which re
resents an important development.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of MC relaxation times for different time scales. M
acceptance probability is taken into account.
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